
 

Study Tips for Online Classes Success 

 Treat online study like you would in-person study 

 Make a plan to study 
  You can always change your plan but have a plan 

 Manage your time 
  Be organized 
  Be focused 
  Schedule learning breaks--more than with in-person study 
  Have dedicated study blocks--think study hall and after school work time 

 Find a quiet space 

 Get into a school frame of mind by being in a comfortable, designated space 
  Not on your bed or on the couch 

  Minimal distractions--remove the Nintendo/Play Station switch, TV’s, siblings 

 Be mentally engaged 
  This will come in small chunks at first 
  As you are familiar with online learning this will lengthen 
  Noise cancelling headphones help you concentrate when other siblings around 

 LIMIT SOCIAL MEDIA 
  During the “school day” 
  See above 
  Turn off the phone 

 Break down tasks 
  Read posts/resources from the teacher 
  Understand the different type of assignment 
  Do the assignment 
  Post discussion questions/ask teacher and students 
  Review the assignment for changes/errors 
  Hand in assignment 

 Take notes 
  Write down important notes just like in face-to-face learning 
  Especially note things in video conferences that the teacher didn’t write 
  Presentation slides/videos still need note taking 

 Netiquette 
  Write in formal grammar according to each teacher’s wishes 
  Write as if you are in front of a teacher/classmate 
  Limit browser searching to the topic at hand. 
  Take digital notes or notecards with research to stay focused and organized 
  Write down links for citation purposes: browser bookmarks or note cards 

 Stay healthy 
  Eat nutritiously even when parents are gone 
  Stick with a consistent bedtime 
  Stay hydrated 
  Get exercise--walk around the block, don’t just sit inside all the time 

 Make study enjoyable 
  Mellow background music helps you concentrate, relax, and be in a good mood 
  Drink and food may also help you concentrate, relax, and be in a good mood 

 Let your love for our Lord show through your work and be confident that He will bless your 

work! 


